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IV. A. Rationale for Use of Pathological Complete Response 
as a Surrogate Endpoint in Neoadjuvant Trials 
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CTNeoBC, Cortazar et al.
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Cortazar patient-level analyses in Figure 5

HR=0.39

HR=0.24

HR=0.49
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Impressive! Why isn’t patient-level 
analyses enough for pCR to be a 
“validated” surrogate endpoint?
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Comparing experimental and control arms 
for pCR vs non-pCR

non-pCR

pCR

non-pCR

pCR

non-pCR

pCR

Panel A: Exp same as control
Panel B: For exp, randomly selected non-pCR controls (20% of total) relabeled pCR
Panel C: For exp, non-pCR controls with non-events (20% of total) relabeled pCR

EFS for exp and cont identical 
within and across all 3 panels!
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Improve pCR means improve EFS?
Cortazar trial-level analyses in Figure 6

⊗= 0.07

⊗= 
0.09

⊗= 
0.08



Deficiencies and inefficiencies in Figure 6
• Ignores whether patients with longer EFS are those with pCRs
• Reduces information in 10,000 patients to 10 datapoints; loses 

99.9% of information about correlation between EFS and 
pCR—even the sign of the correlation is difficult to estimate

• There is little treatment effect in the 10 RCTs; difficult to show 
correlation based on treatment effect when there is no 
treatment effect

• Requires RCTs
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How else but Fig 6 for showing validated surrogacy?
Trade-off between pCR improvement and EFS by pCR effect

non-pCR

pCR

non-pCR

pCR

non-pCR

pCR

Panel D: Same as Panel A but pCR rate greater than control
Panel E: Experimental arm EFS increased by 50% for all non-pCR; pCR rate > 40%
Panel F: Same as Panel C [non-pCR controls with non-events (20% of total) 

relabeled pCR] but pCR rate > 60%
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Predicting pCR rate, assuming panel A
Cont pCR rate 40% but with exp arm rate 60%
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Predicting pCR rate, assuming panel A
Cont pCR rate 40% but with exp arm rate 60%

Sample size for statistical significance 
when HR = 0.86 for exp/cont: n=1800

40%60%
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The historical relationship between EFS 
and pCR may be different in a future trial

So re-estimate the trial’s sample size 
adapting to the actual pCR rates by 

treatment, and the EFS by pCR 
relationships by treatment
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Does it work in practice?
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Berry-Hudis JAMA Oncol 2015



HER2+ metaanalysis: 
Broglio et al. JAMA Oncology 2016
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Expected if
ΔpCR predicts
EFS perfectly 

HR=0.39



Summary
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• Reasonably likely vs. validated surrogates
• Patient-level vs trial-level analyses
• Demonstrating surrogacy from RCTs
• Demonstrating surrogacy from single-arm trials
• Designing trials, learning about pCR/EFS
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